Statistical and molecular dynamics studies of buried waters in globular proteins.
Buried solvent molecules are common in the core of globular proteins and contribute to structural stability. Folding necessitates the burial of polar backbone atoms in the protein core, whose hydrogen-bonding capacities should be satisfied on average. Whereas the residues in alpha-helices and beta-sheets form systematic main-chain hydrogen bonds, the residues in turns, coils and loops often contain polar atoms that fail to form intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The statistical analysis of 842 high resolution protein structures shows that well-resolved, internal water molecules preferentially reside near residues without alpha-helical and beta-sheet secondary structures. These buried waters most often form primary hydrogen bonds to main-chain atoms not involved in intramolecular hydrogen bonds, providing strong evidence that hydrating main-chain atoms is a key structural role of buried water molecules. Additionally, the average B-factor of protein atoms hydrogen-bonded to waters is smaller than that of protein atoms forming intramolecular hydrogen bonds, and the average B-factor of water molecules involved in primary hydrogen bonds with main-chain atoms is smaller than the average B-factor of water molecules involved in secondary hydrogen bonds to protein atoms that form concurrent intramolecular hydrogen bonds. To study the structural coupling between internal waters and buried polar atoms in detail we simulated the dynamics of wild-type FKBP12, in which a buried water, Wat137, forms one side-chain and multiple main-chain hydrogen bonds. We mutated E60, whose side-chain hydrogen bonds with Wat137, to Q, N, S or A, to modulate the multiplicity and geometry of hydrogen bonds to the water. Mutating E60 to a residue that is unable to form a hydrogen bond with Wat137 results in reorientation of the water molecule and leads to a structural readjustment of residues that are both near and distant to the water. We predict that the E60A mutation will result in a significantly reduced affinity of FKBP12 for its ligand FK506. The propensity of internal waters to hydrogen bond to buried polar atoms suggests that ordered water molecules may constitute fundamental structural components of proteins, particularly in regions where alpha-helical or beta-sheet secondary structure is not present.